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WHY AUTOMATE?

Automated collection of blood and other biofluids has not always been an option in preclinical research. Historically, 

samples have been collected by hand, and typically from restrained animals. While this has created a vast body of 

historical data, it hasn’t always been the most reliable data. Automation can improve both the quality and the 

quantity of data collected from each study animal, and can accelerate the drug development process. The Culex® 

Automated Blood Sampling systems from BASi make it possible to collect better data from fewer animals by focusing 

on three core components of staying CALM. COOL. COLLECTED.

CALM
AUTOMATED SAMPLING WITH THE CULEX® MAKES IT POSSIBLE COLLECT SAMPLES FROM AWAKE, 

FREELY-MOVING AND UNSTRESSED ANIMALS, AND MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO SEE THINGS THAT ARE HIDDEN 

BY MANUAL SAMPLING.

Blood sampling from mice presents a significant 

challenge largely due to the limited amount of 

blood available in each animal. A common 

approach is to pool samples from multiple animals 

into a single sample for analysis.  

During development of the Culex® system for 

automated blood sampling from mice, BASi 

evaluated the collection of multiple blood samples 

from individual mice to complete an entire PK or 

bioavailability study.1 This study was performed in 

a standard inbred mouse strain, with the 

expectation that results would be similar for each 

animal on study. Animals were cannulated with a 

jugular vein catheter for dosing and a carotid 

artery catheter for blood sampling.

While the number of animals in this study is limited, the results suggested a significant amount of inter-animal 

variability. For each animal, the dose response was repeatable, but when comparing results between the animals 

there was a notable difference.  In later studies, the same phenomenon has been noted in CD-1 mice. If the standard 

practice of pooling blood samples had been employed, this difference would have been completely overlooked.  
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Figure 1 – Repeat IV Bolus Dose of Carbamazepine in C57 Mice
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COOL
PROGRAMMED SAMPLES CAN BE TAKEN ANY TIME OF THE DAY OR NIGHT WITHOUT HAVING 

HUMANS AROUND, SO THAT YOU CAN CAPTURE NEW INFORMATION.

Traditional handling and restraint methods for rodents include restraint by hand, or use of commercially available 

restraining devices. Both of these options are regularly used in the lab setting, and both of them can cause distress 

in the animals being sampled2. In addition to the handling, methods such as needle sticks or gavage dosing are used 

to dose or sample from the restrained animals.  All of this activity can cause changes in respiration, heart rate, blood 

flow and stress-hormone release.2,3 The question is not whether we cause stress to animals, but whether it is possible 

to reduce that stress and have an impact on the data. BASi explored this question in a comparative study that looked 

at automated vs manual dosing in rats on the Culex®.4 

Male Sprague Dawley rats were implanted with blood sampling and gastric dosing catheters. In this crossover design, 

the automated dosing group received their dose through a programmable syringe pump- no humans were present in 

the room. The manual dosing group received their dose through manual restraint and gavage needle delivery. Both 

groups had blood collections performed with an automated blood sampling system (no humans present). After a 

washout, the treatment groups were 

reversed. This change in technique 

resulted in a change to the PK curve. For 

some timepoints, this difference was 

statistically significant (*). Also of 

interest is that the data for the automated 

dosing group was less variable than the 

manual group. This is a strong example of 

the effect that human handling and 

restraint can have on research animals, 

and why method matters.

Figure 2 – Impact of Automated vs Gavage Dosing on Nicotine PK in Rat
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COLLECTED
WITH THE CULEX, IT’S POSSIBLE TO COLLECT MULTIPLE TYPES OF DATA, USING FEWER 

ANIMALS ON EACH STUDY AND GETTING BETTER DATA FROM EACH OF THOSE ANIMALS. 

For some studies, such as safety pharmacology assessments, the presence of a human is a known to have a significant 

impact on the experiment.3 Typically, this results in two separate study groups, or satellite groups; one to collect 

data for pharmacokinetics (PK) of the drug and a second to collect data for the pharmacodynamic (PD) response. Not 

only does this increase the total number of animals used for each study, but it also makes it difficult to draw 

correlations between the data sets. Kamendi et al5 explored the use of automated blood sampling combined with 

radio telemetry to eliminate the use of satellite groups. 

The Automated Blood Sampling + Telemetry (ABST) system was compared to traditional radio telemetry approaches 

(Home Cage). Rats were dosed using baclofen, a compound known to alter cardiovascular parameters. As expected, 

there was an increase in mean arterial blood pressure and heart rate for all animals on study, regardless of treatment 

group, and the changes from these two groups were quantitatively and qualitatively similar. With the ABST system 

there was a smaller increase in heart rate in response to baclofen as compared with the traditional telemetry method, 

possibly attributable to the absence of a human in the ABST room.

 

It is clear that from this study, the ABST can replace traditional methods, but it can also improve on them.  The ABST 

system made it possible to generate matched PK and PD endpoints from the same animal. The authors noted that, 

“…measured drug concentrations can be aligned to observed physiological changes. Indeed, by removing 

uncertainties and errors caused by variability in inter-animal exposure and responses (usually seen in “satellite 

study” design), a stronger association between exposure and response can be made and fewer number of animals...”

Figure 3- Mean Arterial Blood Pressure in Rat housed in Home Cage or ABST System
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BASi is proud to explore ways to collect better data from fewer animals 
with automation. If you have data to share or an idea to explore with us, 
please reach out to invivo@basinc.com
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